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ANDY APPEARS ON RADIO’S COAST-TO-COAST AM WITH GEORGE NOORY
ON 11/11/09 AND DISCLOSES EXISTENCE OF DARPA’S PROJECT PEGASUS

George Noory

Introduction
Tonight, in a major disclosure event, the US time travel cover-up ends, as one of America’s early timespace explorers steps forward to reveal what he experienced and what he learned during the early years
of time travel research and development by the United States government.
Our guest, Andrew D. Basiago, lawyer, writer, Mars researcher, and planetary whistle blower, brings his
truth campaign to Coast-to-Coast AM, as he relates his childhood experiences in DARPA’s Project
Pegasus, and shares with us the true history of the US time-space program.
Stay tuned, as tonight, we go in search of the past and the future, and discuss Project Pegasus, the real
Philadelphia Experiment!

Biography
Andrew D. Basiago is a lawyer in private practice in Washington State, a writer, and a 21st century
visionary.
He holds five academic degrees, including a BA in History from UCLA and a Master of Philosophy from
the University of Cambridge.
Andy is an emerging figure in the Disclosure Movement, who is leading a campaign to lobby the United
States government to disclose such controversial truths as the fact that Mars harbors life and that the
United States has achieved “quantum access” to past and future events.
He has been identified as the first of two major planetary whistle blowers predicted by ALTA, the Web Bot
project that analyzes the content of the World Wide Web to discern future trends.
Andy’s writings place him at the forefront of contemporary Mars research. His paper The Discovery of Life
on Mars, published in 2008, was the first work to prove that Mars is an inhabited planet. After publishing
his landmark paper, Andy founded the Mars Anomaly Research Society.
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Andy is also one of America’s time travel pioneers. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, he was a child
participant in the secret US time-space program, Project Pegasus.
He was the first American child to teleport and took part in probes to past and future events utilizing
different forms of time travel then being researched and developed by DARPA.
For ten years, Andy has investigated his experiences in Project Pegasus on a quest to prove them and
communicate them to others.
In 2010, he will publish a tell-all book that will describe his awe-inspiring and terrifying experiences in
Project Pegasus and the true story of the emergence of time travel in the US defense community 40
years ago.
Tonight, we will discuss Andy’s childhood experiences in Project Pegasus and his crusade as a lawyer to
have the US government disclose its time travel secrets.
He will share with us the people, the places, the technologies, and the experiences that he encountered
as a child time traveler in Project Pegasus, at the dawn of the time-space age!
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